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Laid Off? This is your blueprint for
starting your own business
Whether you’ve lost your job or if you are looking for a career change, here’s what steps to
take to strike out on your own.
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MORE LIKE THIS

When you go through a messy break up some might tell you
that “it’s for the best.” While no one is likely to say that after a
layoff, it truly can be “for the best.” Here’s how to go from
feeling dejected to feeling delighted.

As someone who left executive roles in marketing and media
to start her own business, I quickly realized being
accomplished or having skills is only half the battle once
you’re your own boss. Whether you’re envisioning your layoff
as a first step on your path to self-employment or a moment to
catch your breath and re-examine your career, the process is
the same and here are some tips to keep in mind.

NETWORK LIKE A NORMAL PERSON

Chances are, you have built a network of friends, colleagues
and second- and third-degree acquaintances. The key is in how
you reconnect. According to career coach Becca Carnahan,
more than 80% of jobs are filled through networking, and if
you are striking out on your own, she says the search for
clients is similar. Now is the time to activate those contacts–in
a natural, sincere way. Basically, act like you would normally in
a social setting.

Your process should be analytical and cold but your
interactions should be warm. Think of everyone you know. I
recommend organizing your contacts into potential clients,
collaborators or gatekeepers. One person, who I had worked
with very briefly, helped me secure two of my full-time jobs
later in my career. You know who those connectors are.

I was a media executive receiving dozens of pitches and email
introductions daily. My mental process went like this –
strangers awkwardly spamming or messaging me: delete,
friendly introductions from 2nd or 3rd degree people:
consider.   

And speaking of networking, LinkedIn is a great resource and
Cinneah El-Amin, founder of the financial planning site Fly
Nanced says “ensure that you are using the algorithm to your
advantage.” She recommends using “clear concise keywords”
and a little spiel explaining what you do, as well as searching
the keywords you may use to see who else comes up. Do you
want to be seen as a ‘founder,’ a ‘CEO’ or a ‘consultant’?

When emailing, be friendly, mention the mutual contact and
be clear about what you’re asking for. And be brief. Save the
detailed bio for your future memoir.

YOU’RE NOT ASKING FOR A FAVOR, YOU’RE HELPING

Client prospecting (the phrase sends shivers down my spine)
was a stressful concept when I left my career in marketing and
journalism. I found success once I adjusted my mindset. I soon
realized I’m not ‘asking’ or ‘begging’ someone to hire me for a
project or consulting sessions. I’m trying to connect with
businesses and professionals whom I can help. Once I realized
my skill set of executive producing both high-quality digital
video and podcast content for top-tier brands is unique, I no
longer felt I’m “selling.” I realize now it is a mutual match. My
on-camera and video coaching works the same way- these
professionals want to grow and I’m equally invested in their
success.

Or put another way, when you find a good client, they are
happy to pay for your services. Both sides are happy. Same for
job hunting – if you have unique skills, the best match is one
where the hiring manager is thrilled to have found you!

I wish I had this realization during my first foray into
entrepreneurship, which was my jewelry business, which I
sold at Bloomingdale’s and Henri Bendel. The same attitude
adjustment that is required for clients is also required if you’re
pitching the press. As I pitched magazines to feature my brand
(which they eventually did), I felt sheepish but should not have.
I realized down the road that relationships with clients and the
press is mutually beneficial, rather than a one-sided plea.

Growth and marketing strategist Frenchie Ferenczi reminds
us, “your number one job as a business owner is to sell. You’re
responsible for your revenue.” Basically we need to set aside
our own shyness and ego and put ourselves out there.

PERFECT YOUR PITCH

If you’re fumbling while explaining what you do when you
meet someone, you need to practice your pitch. I stick to an
ABC method. The A is for accolades: make sure to briefly state
any accomplishments you have. B is for business: explain
clearly and succinctly what you do and who you help. C is for
confidence: you absolutely need to be (or at least sound) self-
assured. Don’t see it as bragging, remember, you’re just
introducing yourself and making it clear how you can help
someone with their business. Your accomplishments are a
part of you.

But again, be brief! An elevator pitch can be used for clients,
for interviews and for pitching the press. Write down what you
want to say, then try to remove 30% (or 80% depending on how
long-winded you are) from it. Continue to edit it down, say it
out loud and record it until it’s high-energy, compelling and
very succinct.
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HIDING FROM SOCIAL MEDIA IS HIDING FROM SUCCESS

If you are hiding on social media, you’re only hiding from your
own success. According to Hubspot, video is the #1 form of
media used in content strategy, more than blogs and
infographics.  

Good news–you don’t need to lip sync or do silly dances. Even
better news–once you start harnessing social media you will
have successfully unlocked a new client pipeline.

Videos showcase your personality and expertise. If you’re in a
relationship business (real estate agents, lawyers, sales, small
business owners), you benefit by building and cementing
relationships through video content. One of my real estate
agent clients secured a multi-million dollar home sale after we
ran a video series focused on educating his ideal clients.

According to Sprout Social, all social networks’ algorithms
reward native video content–meaning content you upload and
publish directly on that platform, not pasting a link to push
users elsewhere. Don’t worry, you can upload the same content
to multiple platforms.

Once you begin to create video content, the algorithms will
help you appear more in organic search and help you reach
your ideal clients. This works on YouTube, LinkedIn and
Instagram and many others. 

Podcasts are another popular way to reach new audiences,
with one-third (104 million) of Americans listening to podcasts
regularly, according to Buzzsprout.  It’s an intimate and
effective marketing tool, it can help position you as a thought
leader and build your credibility and client base.

NOTHING LASTS FOREVER

Realizing that as you enter this new career phase, it’s not a life
sentence. Use this time to try out new areas and new roles. If
you’re not sure self-employment is right for you in the long-
term, being a consultant is the perfect opportunity to try out
some new paths. Carnahan says if you’re open to taking on
project-based work or a consulting role, “it can be a great way
to see how you would work together” and that many
consulting roles turn into full or part-time positions.  

Kim Rittberg is an award-winning digital video strategist who
runs Henry Street Media, which offers brand and content strategy,
video and audio production and on-camera media coaching. She
also hosts the podcast Mom’s Exit Interview. 
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9 tech products I found essential in
2022—from a Mac to a bike
Some of these products are new, or at least newly upgraded. Others have been around for
quite awhile. But every one is a keeper.
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Full disclosure: What follows is not a list of the best new
products of 2022. Such roundups are all very well, of course. But
unless your budget for hardware and software is unlimited,
there’s nothing better than already owning something that’s
still so useful that you’re in no hurry to replace it. And in 2022, I
was pretty pleased with much of the tech in my life.

With that in mind, only some of the items on this list are new,
or at least newly updated. You’ll also find one I bought used
and another that was discontinued after I purchased it in 2020.
They’ve all helped keep me productive and happy over the past
12 months—and I bet most of them will still be in my toolkit
when 2024 is upon us.

MACBOOK AIR WITH M2 CHIP

[Photo: courtesy of Apple]

It’s been two years since Apple shipped the first MacBooks that
packed a processor the company designed itself. I waited until
September 2022 to ditch my old Intel-based MacBook Pro for a
new MacBook Air with an M2 chip. It might be the single
biggest computing upgrade I’ve ever experienced. Between its
all-day battery life and silky-smooth performance, it’s a
remarkably pleasant piece of technology to spend time with.
Which is why, after more than a decade of using iPads as my
primary computers, I’ve found myself back on the Mac in a big
way.

11-INCH IPAD PRO (2021 VERSION)

I may be Mac-first at the moment, but I still use an iPad every
day. Apple gave the iPad Pro only a modest update in 2022, so
I’m content to stick with the 11-inch iPad Pro I bought in 2021.
When I bought it, I was downsizing from my previous 12.9-inch
iPad Pro, and I continue to be glad that I did. The smaller Pro
has enough screen real estate to keep me productive when I’m
using it in Apple’s Magic Keyboard case as a mini-laptop. And
for reading stuff sans keyboard case—in Safari, Apple News, the
Kindle App, Adobe Acrobat, and beyond—the fact that this iPad
is smaller and lighter is an even bigger plus than I expected
when I bought it.

PARALLELS DESKTOP FOR MAC

When the first Apple Silicon Macs came out in 2020, you
couldn’t run Windows on them. That’s one reason why I wasn’t
in a rush to give up my Intel-based MacBook Pro. Today,
Parallels lets you turn a new Mac into a virtualized Windows 11
PC, and it feels like it runs better than Microsoft’s operating
ever did in virtual form on Intel Macs. Even my ancient version
of QuickBooks for Windows—yes, I’m embarrassed to admit I
still use it—performs like a champ on my MacBook Air M2.

NOTION

I first wrote about Evernote on the day it was announced in
2004, and have been using it almost as long. But I lost
confidence in the current version of the app when it ate a
critical audio recording I’d made. After assessing my other
note-taking options, I landed on Notion. It’s not a precise
replacement for Evernote in the way I used it, mostly because
it doesn’t let me record audio while typing. But it balances
simplicity and depth of features in a way that few productivity
apps do. I still turn to Evernote all the time to look up material
I’ve stored there over the years. For new jottings, however, I’ve
switched to Notion.

GAZELLE CITYZEN T9

[Photo: courtesy of Gazelle]

Back in April 2020, a couple of months into the COVID-19
pandemic, I splurged on a CityZen T9 e-bike from Dutch
bicycle giant Gazelle. It turned out to be the most enjoyable
form of recreation I’ve ever experienced, and I’ve pedaled it for
a cumulative 6,000 miles around the Bay Area so far. I’ve also
reviewed some nifty e-bikes from other makers, but have
always been happy to come back to my Gazelle. That’s partly
because it uses a Bosch motor that gives it a classic bicycle feel,
yet lets me easily conquer daunting hills that other e-bikes
struggle with. The CityZen T9 has since been discontinued, but
I love it so much that Gazelle will be the brand I consider first
if I’m ever in the market for another e-bike.
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ADOBE CREATIVE CLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY PLAN

You can pay up to $55 a month for Adobe’s Creative Cloud suite
of software for image creation, video editing, and desktop
publishing. But I shell out a mere $10 per month for a version
that includes Photoshop and Lightroom, which is a genuine
bargain. They’re still the best-of-breed contenders in their
respective categories, and Adobe delivers meaty upgrades on a
regular enough basis that I’m happy to pay for the privilege of
always having the current versions. You have to seek this plan
out: Adobe doesn’t mention it on its main Creative Cloud plan
page. The other catch is that it comes with a skimpy 20 GB of
online storage. Fine by me—I prefer to save my images in
Dropbox anyhow.

CHANNELS

In the era of streaming TV, recording video on a DVR may be a
bit of a throwback to the halcyon days of TiVo and ReplayTV.
But I still like the control it gives me over my video-binging
experience. And I’ve never used a better DVR than Channels,
which plucks content from streaming sources and broadcast
TV and weaves it all together with an interface that’s more
polished and functional than TiVo ever was. Some degree of
geeky patience and cash outlay is required to get Channels up
and running—I run its back-end software on a network server
with two ginormous hard drives—but the reward is the most
personal form of TV you can get.

VINYLSTUDIO

A few months ago, I bought some 1960s Smothers Brothers
albums for a buck apiece. That was a costlier decision than it
sounds, because I didn’t own a turntable to play them on. The
Audio-Technica model I ended up purchasing  offers a USB
port that allows you to turn old vinyl into MP3 form, which I’ve
been doing with a Mac app called VinylStudio. Along with
performing the digitizing process, it steers you through
chopping up your recordings into separate files, cleaning up
the inevitable pops and crackles, and downloading album and
track data. It’s just an excellent example of software that
makes a complex process as approachable as possible, and is
well worth the $30 I paid.

CANON EOS REBEL SL3

In July, I wrote about going for more than a year with an
iPhone as my only camera. I did say that I wasn’t giving up
stand-alone cameras forever. And recently, I bought a lightly
used Canon EOS Rebel SL3. It’s impressively small and
lightweight for a DSLR, runs for well over 1,000 shots on a
battery charge, and has the best on-screen interface I’ve seen
on a digital camera. I also bought several used lenses,
including one that zooms way beyond my iPhone’s range.
Compared to mirrorless cameras, the SL3 is hardly the latest
and greatest: In fact, it’s been on the market for almost four
years. But it’s the right choice for me when I want to use a real
camera rather than a camera phone.
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